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Lifestyle Tradie Member Profile
“Healthy profits, focus and stress-free money-making ‘extended’ holidays… 

we never thought it possible… but it is”

1. Tell us a little about your situation, 
business, family etc.

Sydney  Emergency  Plumbing was formed 15 
years ago in  1999  when  David saw  a  hole in  the 
market  where there were  many  ‘one  man  band’ 
businesses but no one  had laid  claim  to the word 
'Sydney' or  'Emergency' so why  not put them 
both  together.  All of the existing  companies 
weren't  answering  their  phones and  on  a 
weekend they  all  seemed to go 'fishing' so there 
was huge opportunity  for  a  savvy  business 
person.  Mark joined the company  in  2006/7  and 
Dave and Mark  formed  the company  that  we are 
today. The  company  name has stayed the same so 
our  brand  is still  strong  after  15  years in  the 
industry.   

2. What’s the biggest challenge you’ve faced 
     in the last 12 months? 

Keeping  on  top of bad debtors, or  companies that  like 
taking their time to pay us! 

Not  following  the simple rules that  LTG has drummed 
into us of Plan/Plan/Plan  - we no longer  want  the 5Ps 
= ‘Poor Planning makes for Piss Poor Performance’.

3. How have you tackled that challenge? 
     How do you feel about it?

Our  office staff  have decided to not  let up,  even  the 
smallest  amount  of money  is sometimes the  greatest 
victory.  A  job completed in  June 2013  was only  paid in 
July  2014! It's  the  principle more than  the  money 
sometimes. 

We are STILL working on eliminating the 5 P’s forever! 

4. How have you and your business changed 
     since joining LTG?

When  we joined LTG the directors and  company  were 
not  aimed in  the same direction. LTG  has really 
brought  the important  things into focus and 
made us all challenge ourselves as well as each other. 

The business has grown  year  on  year,  both  in  sales 
and profit  margin,  which  we never  thought  possible 
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some 4-5  years ago.   From  very  small  (think  VERY 
small) margins 5  years ago, we increased sales by 
25%  last  year  and ran  a  healthy  profit.  A  brilliant 
result that proves the hard work is paying off!
The growth  from  3-4  plumbers to 6  has allowed more 
time to work on  the  business rather  than  on  the  tools 
resulting  in  better  systems, greater  productivity  and 
improved efficiency  – all  leading  to better  profit 
margins.

The absolute icing  on  the cake was the Directors were 
able to take  time out  together  and with  their  families 
at the LTG conference in Fiji in April 2014. 
Our  business operated so well without  us; The week 
was busy,  all jobs were  completed on  task  with 
brilliant results,  positive client feedback  PLUS  when 
we called to mention  we were  going  to extend our 
holiday,  the staff encouraged us to do it… so we 
DID… it was like clockwork. 
For  the  very  first  time  we were  not  stressed walking 
back into the office.

When  we first  joined  LTG there  was NO WAY  we ever 
could see that happening. 

5. Where do you see your business in 
     5 years?
Streamline  the  existing  business,  have  all the systems 
and planning  working  well and encourage  our  existing 
team  to become  more  involved in  the business,  not just 
the day to day plumbing work. 

6. What are the top 3 things you have learnt 
    about business that you would recommend 
    to others and WHY?

Tip  1: NEVER ever  think you  know everything 
about  your  business there is always something 
new around the corner.

Tip  2: Always keep on  top of your  accounts 
and your accountant keep an eye on the prize.

Tip  3: Always answer  the phone and keep up 
customer  service.  A  happy  customer  is a  repeat 
customer. 

7. Favourite tool and why?

CCTV  - you  can  see  the  state of the customers pipes 
without  having  (hopefully)  to dig  them  up! The 
customers LOVE to see what  is inside their  pipes and it 
is a great sales tool! 

8. Tell us something quirky about yourself 
     that your buddies don’t know.

Dave is a  SUPER fitness freak.  Competing  in  the 
North  Face 100km  in  2013,  North  Face 50km  2014 
and many  other  Ultra  Running  Races.  This November 

Dave will  compete  in  the 24  hour  WORLDS Toughest 
Mudder  in  Las Vegas...  Check out  our  Facebook  page 
for updates.

9. Who would you most like to have lunch 
     with and why?

Steve Jobs  (guess  that won't happen any more). 
Such an amazing business man and philanthropist. 

Dali Lama  - we can  all learn  from  his teachings and 
way of life. 

Richard Branson  - I (Dave)  wants to know  how  he 
got that  private island and jets and where I can  get  one 
too.
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